Abstract. Modern trends of energy saving provide actuality of research. Ability to implement pyrolyze in autothermally mode was investigated. Method of research is a physical experiment. As a result of research are obtained: dependency diagram as the thickness layer of the angle inclination of working surface, dependency diagram as the fall ash of the angle inclination of working surface, dependency diagram as the moving rate of peat of the pyrolysis temperature with different inclinations of working surface.
Introduction
The relevance of the use of local low-grade fuels provides correspondence with current trends of the conservation of energy, in particular, the direction of implication in the fuel energy balance of lowgrade fuels and providing of electric and heat energy to areas of decentralized energy supply. Accordingly, development of power units, operating on local low-grade fuels, is timely as applied to energy-deficient areas with reserves of local fuels [1] .
Results and discussions
Requirements on the minimum size of particles for exclusion the failure of through the grate are applied to burned fuels. Researches of the autothermal pyrolysis of peat in layer on the inclined surface investigated with a view to developing a method for combustion of peat without ashpit losses. The inclined surface allows to organize the thermal fuel reprocessing with simultaneous removal of the mineral part of [2] [3] [4] .
During the decomposition of peat three boundaries of decomposing fuel clearly identified (Figure 1 ), the first boundary -the ash particles of decomposed fuel, second boundary -carbon residue and the third boundary -fresh not decomposed fuel.
According to the obtained experimental results by the approximation of coefficient reliability of approximation R2 = 0.9811 was plotted the dependency diagram as the thickness layer of the angle inclination of working surface (Figure 2) .
The angle of inclination less than 25° don't provides movement of layer in the process of pyrolysis, the angle is more than 40° leads to freely rolling of the peat layer without pyrolysis. Thus, the operating range of the angles of processing is 25 to 40 degrees. The detected amount of fall ash in the process of pyrolysis, depending on the angle of inclination is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows that the removal of the mineral part on hundred percent is provided in the pyrolysis of the inclination angle of surface 37°. The maximum amount of not fall ash (24 %) accounts for the angle of 25°.
The nomogram (Figure 4) , which characterizes the dependence of the moving rate of peat of the pyrolysis temperature with different inclinations of working surface, is plotted on the basis of additional experimental researches and taking into account the results in Figure. 2, 3 .
Given the fact that the autothermal process of pyrolysis is carried out at temperatures of 250-300 ° C [5] , it is apparently that the inclination angle of the surface should be in the range of 25-34 degrees (Figure 4) . Accordingly, the moving rate of layer (pyrolysis rate) is in the range 0.1-2.5 m/h of the layer thickness 18-110 mm (Figure 2) . Thus, regime parameters of the process of pyrolysis for practical calculations can be defined by giving of required productivity. 
